The kinematical part of general theory of deformational structures on smooth manifolds is developed. We introduce general concept of d-objects deformation, then within the set of all such deformations we develop some special algebra and investigate group and homotopical properties of the set. In case of proper deformations some propositions, generalizing isometry theory on Riemannian manifolds are formulated.
Introduction
Recent time the strong tendency towards the inclusion of an embedded objects into the scope of theoretical and mathematical physics is observed (see references in [1] ). One should refer to the subject all string and p−brane models [2, 3] , including their supersymmetric and noncommutative generalizations [4] , embedding methods of GR and its alternative formulations and generalizations [5] , geometrical methods of nonlinear differential equations theory and jets approach [6] and many other things. Probably, this central position of the "embedded objects" in modern physics can't be accidental: it may reflect either multidimensional nature of physical reality, observed through all its levels, or some "immanent" to us, as observers, ways of its descriptions.
On lagrangian level, within variety of our field theoretical models, exploiting embedded objects, there easily can be seen its amazing and, in our opinion, deep interrelation with elasticity theory of continious media [7] , may be with general properties such as nonlinearity, plasticity, viscosity, anisotropy, and may be possessing internal spin, nematic or smectic structures or memory [8, 9, 10, 11] . Particularly, in the papers [12, 13, 14, 15] it has been shown, that Einstein GR and standard classical solid dynamics admit natural formulation in terms of mechanical straining of thin 4D plates and 4D strings (strongly tensed bars) correspondingly.
The interesting and very important problem, arising now, is to extract and formulate general ideas of continuous media physics in its the most abstract and general form, independent on peculiarities of one or another theory, both to be able to see and use it within general context of our field theoretical models and to apply it successfully in some concrete situations. So, we intend to follow the line of investigations, that will be called here general theory of deformational structures, the aim of which -to formulate and work out universal language for the objects, that are able, in some sense, to be "deformed".
In the present short paper we give the sketch of the approach, and directly generalize standard elasticity theory for bodies in E 3 for the case of arbitrary smooth manifold and smooth forms as deformational metrics (below d−manifold, d−objects and d−metrics). We take here for consideration only kinematics, which is totally described by the free deformational structure. Dynamical deformational structure consist of free one and variational procedure, which we'll not consider in the paper. By the volume restrictions, all statements are only formulated (without proofs). Anywhere, if it is possible, we use standard notations of smooth manifold theory, as, for example, in [16] .
Definitions
We call free deformational structure D 0 the collection B, M, E, Θ , where:
B and M -smooth, connected, closed mani- 
for some ι ∈ E -d-objects or deformant.
* -embedding ι codifferential, acting in tensor product T * S ⊗p . Let consider some another embedding ι ′ ∈ E, which induces its own d−object
is diffeomorphism S → S ′ = ζ(S), which we'll call deformation of d−object in M.
The deformation ζ has natural local measuredifference of two forms, taken in the same point of b ∈ B:
where we have introduced notation ∆ B for deformation form on B. Using definition (2) of deformation and well known property of codifferential:
* one can obtain the equivalent representation:
and define deformation form
on deformant S. Lets note, that representations (4) and (5) correspond to material and referent descriptions of deformable bodies configurations in classical dynamics [17] . All is illustrated on diagrams (6).
3 Pseudogroup of deformations of d−body in M.
As it follows from definition (2), the set of all defromations of d−objects in M, which we'll denote DEF M (B), can be treated as image of the surjective map φ : E × E → DEF M (B), acting by the rule:
The following proposition clears the relation between E × E and DEF M (B). Note, that the set Diff(B) can be viewed as sub- Since E × E is not direct product, then projections pr 1 , pr 2 don't defined on E × E in common sense. Let Emb M (B) be the set of all images {Im(ι)} ι∈E .
In what follows we'll use projections as mappings pr i : E × E → Emb M (B) i = 1, 2, which acts on every class [(ι 1 , ι 2 )] D by the rule:
. (8) The formal notation pr i (d) will be understood below exactly in this sense.
On the set E × E one can introduce binary relation:
It is easily to check, that ρ is T−reflective and T−antisymmetric, i.e.:
and, if simultaneously
Here
We'll call this relation T−tournament 1 .
which will be referred to as the bottom and top sets of the element d respectively.
Proposition 2 On the set E × E with T−tournament ρ one can define pseudogroup structures 2 .
It is easily to check in our case, that pseudogroup operation can be defined as follows. For any d ∈ E × E and for all d
we define multiplication " * " from the right and from the left by the rules:
In components:
Unit elements will be given by the expressions: (8)) Also, for every d ∈ E × E there exist unique unit element d −1 and it easily to check in components, that
Homotopies and special deformations
Lets consider H E , consisting of homotopic classes of embeddings E. We define here strong smooth homotopy of embedding ι ∈ E as smooth mapping ∼≡ π H (E). Lets define strong homotopic equivalence on E × E. We' ll say, that (ι 1 , ι 2 )
Evidently, the set of classes of the strong homotopic equivalence H E×E = π H (E ×E) coincides with H E ×H E = π H (E)×π H (E). Now we are able to define some special kinds of deformations in DEF M (B). Lets consider the set π Lets consider the set of pair from
Evidently, that the set {d(ι)} is no more, less then smooth proper diffeomorphisms Diff(S) 0 of the deformant. We'll call it proper sliding of the deformant S = ι(B) in M and denote Sl ι . Evidently, Sl ι is subpseudogroup of DEF M (B) 0 , isomorphic to the group π Lets consider some proper deformation
. Let F tsome homotopy, connecting ι and ι ′ . Consider the set M ⊃ P SS ′ = ∪ t∈I F t (B) ≡ ∪ t∈I S t . It can be treated as smooth mapping of the smooth manifold I × B → M, which, generally speaking, is not submanifold and even is not immersion in M. Its boundary ∂P SS ′ is S ∪ S ′ ∪ t∈I F t (∂B). Let d/dtuniquely determined horizontal vector field on B×I, i.e. such that dπ 1 
We'll say, that the homotopy F t is rigid motion of the d−body B in M from the configuration S = F 0 (B) to the configuration S ′ = F 1 (B), if ∆ t B = 0 for any t ∈ I or, in other words the image (dF t ) * Θ| St is constant on I.
Proposition 3 Homotopy F t from S to S ′ is rigid motion if and only if
where
The equations of the type (10) 
which reflects the deformational indistinguishability of those configurations, that are connected by a some rigid motion. We'll call the manifold M deformationally discrete relatively to its rigid (B, Θ, h)−covering, if π M -identical mapping, and deformationally trivial, if π M -constant mapping. Then, the manifold M will be called deformationally ho-
for some α and completely deformationally homogeneous, if (11) = M. In conclusion we formulate two propositions and give an example, all illustrating more general character of the deformational structure theory in comparison with isometry theory of Riemannian spaces.
Let Imm(v) ≡ {p ∈ M | φ t (p) = p} -is the set of all immobile points of the full one-parametric group φ t , generated by some smooth vector field v. The component has singularity on line x 1 = − sinh x 2 , which cross any neighborhood of P S in R 2 .
